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Abstract
Addressing the issue of agrarian crisis in India in general, the article 
explores the particularities of the distress emphasising some of the crucial 
aspects of burden of indebtedness that often leads to farmers’ suicide. 
Following a narrative approach, it analyses the relationship between 
some of the shocking figures related to agriculture at large and some of 
the astounding field observations related to rising input prices, uncom-
petitive minimum support prices (MSPs), faulty cropping pattern, nature 
of indebtedness and lack of sufficient state support for the farmers.
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This article is about rural space as it is observed today. That space is 
inscribed by an agrarian crisis, the phenomenon of farmers suicides 
(National Crime Records Bureau, 2013, 2014), an insurgency (Dandekar 
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& Choudhury, 2010; GOI, 2008) that has engulfed the central Indian 
tribal heartland and migrations to the so-called urban areas. Against the 
backdrop of the attempted decentralisation of polity and the centralising 
tendency of the economy, that rural space is dotted with contested times 
and spaces. This tragedy is symptomatic of lost opportunities, incorrect 
prioritisation and insensitivity towards the utter deprivation the life of 
the peasantry has been reduced to. There is a pressing need for initiatives 
that would soften the dangerous polarisation between the people and the 
state apparatus and its policies.

The spate of continuous suicides in the states of Maharashtra, Andhra 
Pradesh, Telangana and Punjab coupled with the declining share of agri-
culture in the gross domestic product (GDP) and increasing burden on the 
agrarian system, starkly puts forth the agrarian issues in India. Suicide is a 
symptom of a greater malaise that threatens millions of farmers and the 
landless agricultural labourers in the subcontinent. While the largest 
number of starvation deaths are still routinely reported from the back-
ward regions of the country, especially Odisha and, now increasingly, 
Rajasthan, the trend of suicides generally prompted by increasing 
indebtedness, crop failure, wrong cropping pattern, inability to find the 
right price for the produce is noticed even among well-to-do farmers in 
the agriculturally developed areas of Punjab and Maharashtra. The cri-
sis has also led to a new phase of agrarian unrest. Peasants and farmers 
have strongly opposed the growing penetration of giant agribusiness 
firms and that articulation now also includes a trust deficit of the gov-
ernance structure.

What is the nature of the agrarian crisis? Why are the suicides that 
occurred from 1997 onwards located in India’s prosperous states? Does 
it have anything to do with the opening up of the Indian economy and the 
process of economic liberalisation that unfolded post-1991, under the 
aegis of the structural adjustment programme? Is the agrarian production 
system itself at stake today? These are some of the key issues that we 
need to understand before we move ahead.

The contribution of the agricultural sector to India’s economy had 
fallen to less than 20 per cent by 2000, from as high as 50 per cent in 
1947. Today, it accounts for merely 13.70 per cent of GDP. Yet, it contin-
ues to support nearly half the nation’s total workforce. So the decrease in 
agriculture’s contribution to GDP has not been accompanied by a match-
ing reduction in the share of agriculture in employment. Demographically, 
it continues to be the broadest economic sector and hence an area of 
great concern, if it continues to be non-remunerative. The problems have 
compounded over the last two decades and there has been no plausible 
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solution. Absence of basic input and output infrastructure and lack of 
sufficient institutional support and host of other uncertainties have led 
to severe rural distress and farm suicide is merely a manifestation of the 
deep-rooted crisis that has claimed several lives.

I was employed as an agriculture labour with the local landlord in the 
village when I was just fifteen years of age, the old man of now more than 
seventy told me in Vidarbha. My father had three acres of land. I worked 
for a number of years for the landlord and my land holding expanded to 
15 acres. I was happy; daughters were married and I did not have to work 
anymore. Now however I have only four acres left. I am back to where 
I was. (70-year-old farmer in Vidarbha on his loss of land, from field work 
conducted in May 2006)

This tragedy is symptomatic of lost opportunities, incorrect prioritization 
and insensitivity towards peasantry. 166,304 farmers committed suicides 
between 1997 and 2006. The numbers are well over 200,000 by now. 
Farmers’ suicides have steadily increased at an annual compound growth 
rate of around 2.5 per cent per annum (from 13,622 in 1997 to 17,060 in 
2006) with significant jumps in 1998 and 2002 (Nagraj, 2008).

Though the investments in agriculture may have gone up notionally 
but even such increasing volumes in investment in agriculture have not 
successfully addressed the issue of wider access to institutional credit. 
Out of roughly 140 million farm households, only half are covered by 
formal banking institutions, leaving the remaining to informal sources or 
to self-financing. Commercial banks are the major delivery channels, 
taking almost 30 per cent share in the ground level credit. As depicted in 
Table 1, the co-operative banks’ share is around 28 per cent. One should 
also take a note of the fact that landless farmers are entirely ruled out of 
the ambit of institutional credit resulting in a compelling 36 per cent 
dependency on non-institutional sources.

Even though agriculture credit has emerged as a major strategy for 
accelerating investments in agriculture, it seems to have failed to act as a 
relief in times of need. Commercial banks, who now take the major load 
of agricultural credit, show a tendency to prefer ‘deepening’ over 
‘widening’. Land size-wise per account loan disbursed by commercial 
banks shows growing gap in the per account disbursements among the 
three categories of farmers—large, medium and marginal. Even though 
the total loan amount disbursed by the central banks for agrarian purposes 
have increased in the last 20 years, much of the increased disbursal has 
benefited the farmers with large landholdings (NABARD, 2012–2013).
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Table 1. Break-up of Institutional and Non-institutional Agricultural Credit

Sources of Credit 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2002 2013

Institutional 10.20 20.90 32.00 56.20 66.30 61.10 64.00

Government – 6.20  4.00 5.70 1.70 1.30

Cooperative 
Societies/Banks, etc.

6.20 12.50  27.60 23.60 30.20 28.90

Commercial Banks 4.00 2.20  23.80 35.20 26.30 30.70

Insurance, Provident 
Fund

– –  0.80 0.70 0.50 0.10

Other Agencies* – –  – 1.10 2.40 3.00

Non-institutional 89.80 79.10 68.00 43.80 33.70 38.90 36.00

Sources of Credit 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2002 2013

Moneylenders 39.80 25.30  17.20 17.50 26.80 29.60

Relatives, Friends, etc. – –  11.50 4.60 6.20 4.30

Traders and 
Commission Agents

– –  5.80 2.20 2.60  

Landlords 21.40 15.00  3.60 3.70 0.90 0.40

Others 28.60 38.80  5.70 5.70 2.40 1.70

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: Reproduced from Hoda and Terway (2015).

In the Indian context, the green revolution has played a crucial role 
in terms of increasing food grain availability for all. The genesis of the 
green revolution itself lies in the food scarcity of the 1960s and the need 
for the state to get out of the logjam of the notorious PL480. The food 
grain availability crisis effects the agrarian landscapes even today as 
almost 57 per cent of the working population is still engaged in agrarian 
and related livelihoods. Therefore, the volatility in the availability of 
food grains is bound to effect more than half the population for the 
country. The income levels of people engaged in agrarian sector have 
not been able to cope up with the rising costs of living (Desai, 2016; 
Patnaik, 2007).

A National Sample Survey Organisation survey conducted in the year 
2003 and then repeated in the year 2013 suggests that more than 
40 per cent of the farmers do not wish to continue in the farm sector. 
The reasons for such a sentiment are multifold. For one, investment in 
Indian agriculture has been declining for quite some years. A rough estimate 
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indicates that investment in the rural sector has declined significantly 
over the last two decades. Considering the total aggregate expenditure on 
rural development as reported by Jha and Negre (2007), the decline is all 
the more stark. The investment in agriculture as a part of total percentage 
of GDP was reduced from 1.91 in 1991 to 1.31 by 2004. This decline 
reflected the deceleration of growth which was the most serious aspect 
of the crisis in agriculture (Ministry of Finance, 2007). The more worry-
ing factor, of course, is the trend of gross capital formation (GCF) in 
agriculture sector. Various estimates indicate that the GCF in agriculture 
has remained by and large below 3 per cent in the last decade and half.

In fact, the erstwhile Planning Commission documents are revealing in 
this regard. The Tenth Plan mid-term appraisal accepts that GDP growth 
in agriculture and allied sectors during the first three years of the Tenth 
Plan averages only 1 per cent per annum. The Tenth Plan target of 4 per cent 
growth is, therefore, far from being realised. In fact, per capita agricul-
tural GDP shows no significant upward trend after 1996–1997, only fluc-
tuations. The confirmation for continuation of the trend comes from the 
approach article to the Eleventh Plan where it unequivocally states:

This is not an easy task since actual growth of agricultural GDP, including 
forestry and fishing, was only one per cent per annum in the first three years 
of 10th Plan and even the most rosy projections for 2005–06 and 2006–07 
would limit this below 2 percent for the full five year period. The challenge 
posed is to more than double the growth rate achieved in the 10th Plan. 
(Planning Commission, 2004, p. 5)

Mid-term Appraisal of the Tenth Five Year Plan further argues that

Although the Tenth Plan had aimed to reverse deceleration in agricultural 
growth, its allocation for agriculture and allied sectors was relatively modest. 
The share of agriculture and allied sectors was only 3.90 per cent of total 
Tenth Plan outlay as against 4.90 per cent in the Ninth. And, despite increase 
in the share of irrigation, the total share of agriculture, irrigation and rural 
development stood reduced from 20.10 per cent in the Ninth Plan to 18.70 
per cent in the Tenth Plan. (Planning Commission, 2013, p. 187)

The midterm appraisal also captures the reasons for the crisis to emerge 
in eloquent terms:

This is supported by the fact that the share of agriculture in total gross capi-
tal formation (GCF) had progressively come down from 15.40 per cent in 
1980–81 to about 8 per cent by the end of the Ninth Plan (2001–02), and 
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that as a percentage of GDP it has declined from 3.50 in 1980–81 to 1.60 in 
2001–02. (Mid-term Appraisal of the Tenth Five Year Plan, 2013, p. 197)

In fact, the long-term trend of GCF in agriculture has consistently been 
on the decline as revealed in Table 2.

Thus, despite the best of intentions the real remedies elude the sector. 
The reasons for this are evident. The erstwhile Planning Commission 
course did recognise the context and the issue. The approach article to the 
Eleventh Five Year Plan recognises the need to diversify within the sector.

Accelerated agricultural growth will require diversification into horticulture 
and floriculture which in turn imply structural changes in the relation between 

Table 2. Gross Capital Formation in Agriculture

Year

At Constant Prices At Current Prices

Public Private Total Public Private Total

1993–1994 10.96 27.99 20.69 6.15 12.34 9.77

1994–1995 9.56 19.01 15.05 5.83 10.79 8.57

1995–1996 9.10 12.34 11.27 6.32 7.87 7.31

1996–1997 8.34 14.70 12.45 6.63 8.63 7.97

1997–1998 6.71 12.47 10.73 6.01 9.13 8.18

1998–1999 6.07 13.28 11.06 5.81 9.57 8.44

1999–2000 5.62 16.06 13.01 6.25 13.91 11.72

2000–2001 5.21 15.22 12.17 5.60 12.81 10.69

2001–2002 5.74 16.95 13.72 6.46 14.26 12.15

2002–2003 5.35 14.21 11.87 5.69 13.39 11.23

2003–2004 5.76 11.15 9.74 6.40 10.75 9.56

2004–2005 6.73 7.77 7.53 7.22 8.47 8.17

2005–2006 6.80 7.16 7.07 7.64 8.15 8.03

2006–2007 6.45 6.09 6.17 7.54 7.52 7.52

2007–2008 5.26 5.89 5.74 6.89 7.71 7.51

2008–2009 3.87 7.63 6.59 5.55 9.97 8.80

2009–2010 3.83 6.73 5.96 6.11 10.01 8.98

2010–2011 3.29 5.31 4.83 5.70 8.51 7.82

2011–2012 4.99 8.52

Source: Planning Commission (n.d.).
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agriculture and non-agriculture. Diversification requires effective marketing 
linkages, supported by modern marketing practices including introduction 
of grading, post-harvest management, cold chains, etc. There is a need to 
encourage the development of modern agricultural markets and for this pur-
pose it is necessary to amend the APMC Acts. Although this has begun, the 
process needs to be accelerated. (Planning Commission, 2004, p. 19)

While there is no disagreement about the need to diversify within the 
agrarian context, the story of agriculture, however, does not end there as 
can be vividly and tragically gauged by the fact that over around 270,000 
farmers have committed suicide in India over last decade and more. 
The voices from the field lend, altogether, a different melancholy to the 
story that is unfolding. Some stories covering a time span of almost a 
decade illustrates the manner in which this crisis has festered.

No one knew what Navnath had in mind when he left home on a hot day 
in May, never to return. He had seemed pre-occupied since morning but 
when his wife Lakshmi enquired he simply told her that he was missing their 
youngest daughter and longed to see her. They decided that he would go and 
see her. She lived in the nearby village, not more than two hours away. 
Lakshmi made tea she felt that it would be good for Navnath to pay a visit 
to their daughter’s house. It would distract him slightly from the constant 
worries of their debt. All Navnath could think of for the past few months 
was about repaying the debt. They had borrowed `15,000 from a local SHG 
and `2,000 from the local moneylender for which he kept extracting favours 
from him. Navnath hated it but he was ashamed to say anything for he was 
indebted. The moneylender had helped him in his hour of need. Even when 
his three sons had refused to be partisan in his troubles the moneylender had 
helped him. He had had a good yield that year but the prices were very low 
and he had failed to recover the cost. He also owed the Maharashtra govern-
ment `20,000 for the electric pump and `2,187.73 for his house. So, his 
entire debt summed up to 39,187.73. He had been trying hard to pay back 
at least for the past one year but luck beat him at it. He toiled hard, worked 
day and night on his four acres of land and even got a good crop but failed 
to secure a good price. The past two crops had been so bad. As he left, she 
whispered her prayers for a safe journey and busied herself in housework. It 
was going to be a hot day and she wanted to finish all work before the sun was 
blazing hot. Thank god there was nothing to tend in the field for the May heat 
would let nothing grow. At dusk as Lakshmi readied the chulha for making 
supper she wondered why Navnath was not home but she was sure he was on 
the way. It was late when she went to their eldest son’s house to tell him that 
Navnath was not back. Her son assured her that he must have stayed back 
and would be back the next morning. She returned home but did not buy his 
story for she knew that her husband, who wouldn’t even drink water in their 
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daughter’s home, would never stay there. But maybe he had gone over to a 
relative’s. The next morning even their sons became restless and started look-
ing for him. The youngest son went to his sister’s house, who was overjoyed 
and surprised to see her brother. But her answer shattered him. Their father 
had not even come there. He smelt something fishy and returned to the village 
where they launched a massive search operation. Eight days later they found 
his body in a well. Lakshmmi could not believe that Navnath could do such 
a thing. The gram panchayat of Raveri recorded its second suicide on May 
22, 2006. For the government it was just one more name added to a long list 
of people, dead people. (A case study from fieldwork conducted in Yavatmal 
District, Pandavgowda Taluka, 2006)

The debt strand in the narrative continues and is not limited to the mar-
ginal farmers only.

The entire Gond neighborhood woke up to a young girl’s fearful screams 
in the early hours of a fateful day in May. They wondered what could have 
possibly gone wrong so early in the morning and that too with a young girl. 
Men armed with sticks in their hands advance towards the noise. It seemed 
to be coming from the direction of Ramji anna’s backyard. ‘Must be one of 
his daughters’, thought Prahlad, Ramji’s cousin. They had advised Ramji to 
hurry up with his daughters weddings, after all they were Gonds and their 
daughters must be married off as soon as they reach puberty. Ramji always 
considered himself progressive and wanted his children to be educated. What 
use could this education possibly be to a Gond girl? All she had to do was to 
create and sustain a family. All she needed for this, she could learn at home. 
Still he had gone ahead and schooled them—his elder daughter had passed 
her 12th and the younger one her 10th. His son had disappointed him by 
dropping out in the 9th class. What a man he was; people’s gossip hardly 
worried him. Despite this, he was worried now and was hurrying up with his 
daughters’ marriages. But he was a poor man and an educated groom who 
would settle for reasonable dowry was hard to come by. Everyone he con-
tacted taunted him and demanded a higher dowry. Still he had hope. Amazing 
thought Prahlad. Prahlad also knew what no one else did. That Ramji’s 14 
acres of land had been written off as a guarantee against the `12,000 loan he 
had taken the year before from the Grameen co-op bank. The last two seasons 
had yielded nearly nothing for the villagers of Ganori village of Babulgaon 
taluka. The first year (2004) the crop had been destroyed by a sudden spell of 
extremely heavy rains and flooding. The next year had been a drought year 
again destroying the hopes of the farmers with the crop. His handicapped 
father had received it years ago during the times of land ceiling. His father 
could not till the land so Ramji had worked on it since he was a boy. But now 
it was different. Then he tilled it for himself, now he sold off mostly all of 
what he cultivated to the trader in Babulgaon. It was a different world now, 
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one needed money to survive. It was never so in his childhood, particularly 
among the Gonds. This year Prahlad had persuaded Ramji to sow cotton 
and soya bean. They had bought the seeds in Babulgaon at the krishimitra 
samaroh organised by the agriculture officers and a big company from far 
away. Ramji had been very skeptical but he trusted Prahlad more than anyone. 
Prahlad had gone to school till class five and so Ramji was sure he knew 
better. He wanted to pay off the bank’s debt as soon as possible because 
they had now started inquiring and that could spill his beans. The problem 
was that he could not borrow from the local moneylender, as the entire 
village would know and it would be even more difficult to find a match for 
his daughters. They had done all a farmer could do to get a good crop and 
were now hoping that it would be sold off well. Ramji had enquired about 
the rates while he was in Babulgaon but they were very low. He told Prahlad 
that maybe they should wait for a few days in case the prices went up for 
he would be ruined if he sold them at these rates. It wouldn’t even cover his 
cost. ‘Poor Ramji anna, too many things to worry about’, thought Prahlad as 
someone nudged past him and reminded him to quicken his pace. ‘Dear God, 
please not something with one of his daughters. The poor man will be shat-
tered,’ he whispered under his breath. He reached Ramji’s backyard. Wailing 
had stopped. There stood Manju, his younger daughter, all disoriented and 
teary eyed. As Prahlad looked in the direction where Manju was staring, he 
went numb. There was dear old Ramji hanging from the bamboo, lifeless. He 
could not believe it. There was pin drop silence, sharply contrasting with the 
loud screaming few minutes ago. (a case study from field work conducted in 
Yavatmal District, Pandavgowda Taluka, 2006)

The narrative continues unabated and eerily similar voices echo even a 
decade later. Input costs have not been adequately compensated through 
the existing price mechanism the market offers to the farmers. As a result 
of this mismatch today the farmers are more or less debt-ridden and the 
quantum of debt continues to grow in such a manner that there seems to 
be no easy way out of this. The issue of prices, as expressed in the narra-
tives above, is validated by a recent study (Sreedeep & Dandekar, 2016), 
which indicates that the central question in the sector revolves around 
the prices the farmers get for their produce. One bag of fertiliser is 
`1,500; one bag of seed is `900; labour for weeding is `1,000; `3,000 is 
the cost of the spray and the wages for the sprayer is `1,000 for three 
days. The rent on land is low—not more than `5,000 an acre per year. 
Even if one does not add the cost for harvesting, and take into account 
the cost of one’s own labour (which is usually not included), the expend-
iture comes to `12,000 per acre for BT cotton. Yield is 3–4 quintals per 
acre. Per hectare, the cost of growing BT cotton is `30,000–35,000. 
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Roughly around `33,000 per hectare is received against an expenditure 
of `30,000. Table 3 explains the economic unviability of BT cotton 
cultivation.

It is quite evident that a BT cotton farmer is barely able to meet the 
costs, let alone make sufficient profit to run a household. Farmer in gen-
eral, across the villages complained about unfair pricing, given the steep 
increase in overall input cost. As mentioned earlier, the yield depends on 
rainfall and also on the availability of alternate sources of irrigation. 
Here are some estimates of the cost of production of BT cotton and soya 
bean and the amount received, once the crop is sold. It shows how the 
market rate of the produce and the input cost do not match.

If the prices for seed, for fertilizer and for pesticides have remained the same, 
why should the selling price of the product come down? When we sold the 
harvest, the prices were low, but after we sold the prices went up. So who 
has made this money? Hence, why should not the farmer commit suicide? 
We demand that the government should come up with a price every season 
and that nobody should buy below that price. On one hand, the government 
is saying not to borrow from the moneylenders and on the other hand it is not 
willing to give more than `30,000 per hectare. When our land valuation per 
acre is `300,000–400,000, why should they give us only 12,000 as crop 
loan? (a farmer from Yavatmal District in Vidarbha Region: Sreedeep & 
Dandekar, 2016)

Similarly, in Punjab, falling water tables threaten farmers across the 
state, and particularly those who operate on smaller landholdings, as the 
cost of boring a well is directly proportional to the depth of the well and 
not the size of the land. With the water table going down with each pass-
ing year, a farmer invariably has to bear the huge recurring cost to dig 

Table 3. Summary of Cost, Bank Credit and Earning from Cultivating BT 
Cotton in 1 HA in 2015

Cost of Production of BT Cotton 
per Acre

`12,000 (or `30,000–35,000 per Ha)

Yield of BT Cotton per Acre 3–4 Quintals per Acre

Bank Loan per Ha `30,000

MSP `3,800–3,900 per Kilo 

Earning from 1 Ha `30,000–35,000 

Source: Sreedeep and Dandekar (2016).
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deeper without any assurance that the new depth at which water is avail-
able today could be sustainable in near future.

Paddy cannot be produced without water. At the same time, the government 
divided water supply and sent it to Haryana and Rajasthan through canals. 
Farmers have to rely on groundwater. Due to heavy reliability on ground 
water, a farmer has to deepen his tube well every two years. This has huge 
costs. They are predicting that in five to ten years time, Punjab will not have 
any ground water left. So, Punjab is on the verge of total collapse. (a farmer 
from Village Sangrur, Punjab: Sreedeep & Dandekar, 2016)

The Johl Committee Report (Johl et al., 1986) had identified paddy as a 
problem crop (in Punjab) and had suggested shifting of at least 20 per cent 
of the area from under paddy and wheat cultivation to other crops. 
Re-intervention of the committee in 2002 re-emphasised that:

The state should aim at replacing at least one million hectares of land 
under wheat–rice rotation with other crops, which consume less water, 
are compatible ecologically and are in demand. This will be in the interest 
of the Central government, the state government, and the farmers and 
will be beneficial for the agro-ecology of the state. The target of shifting 
one million hectares of land from rice–wheat rotation to other crops. (Johl 
Committee Report, 2002)

Input costs have not been adequately compensated through the existing 
price mechanism the market offers to the farmers. As a result of this 
mismatch, the farmers are heavily debt-ridden and the quantum of debt 
continues to grow in such a manner that there seems to be no easy way 
out of this. As explicitly brought out by the National Sample Survey, 
there is now a degree of reluctance to continue in farming. This fact is 
more pronounced in the dryland rainfed areas of the country. A 15-year-
old from Antargaon village in Yavatmal, son of a deceased farmer vehe-
mently claimed: ‘I have some farmland, which I had given out on rent of 
`4,500 per acre. I’ll never do farming. I want to do a job for money.’ 
In fact, we do witness a large-scale migration to urban centres for daily 
wage labour work. The trend to move towards non-farm occupations is 
quite evident, though options are limited to mostly those working as a 
wage labourer for a sum as low as `200–300 per day. The cost of initiat-
ing agro-based ventures is not too conducive, due to high rates of bank 
interests to start a business.

Thus, the crisis in agriculture is thus multifold. The many layered 
includes debt, unviable farm sizes, non-availability of assured water 
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supply for irrigation and the complete absence of assurance of reason-
able prices for the produce. This has also had a cascading effect on the 
rural context as less income for the cultivating class would mean that 
much lesser income levels for the others down the ladder such as the 
landless labourers, the marginal farmers, the small time traders and 
dependents on the agricultural sector as a whole. As reiterated by a mar-
ginal farmer:

The farmer, the tenant and the shopkeepers are connected through the 
same thread. Money flows from one to the other. If the farmer has money, 
the labourer also gets his share, if the labourer earns some he purchases more 
from the shop. Similarly, if things are bad for the farmer and the labourer, it 
is bad for the shopkeeper too, pushing him towards further debt. The farmer 
and the labourer can pay the grocer only if they have money. (a farmer from 
Village Sangrur, Punjab: Sreedeep & Dandekar, 2016)

What is being pointed out is that the crisis in the agrarian system has its 
roots in the pre-liberalisation era. While some part of this is due to mech-
anisation, the main reason for the freeze in agricultural employment is 
due to the fragmentation of holdings at one level and the tendency in the 
economic policy to centralise resources and their mobilisation towards 
servicing the needs of the urban growth. As public sector investment in 
agriculture is slashed, a whole range of input costs is hiked, bank credit 
is slashed, domestic crops face competition from cheap imports and price 
support operations are reduced or wound up and more and more peasants 
are lose their land. Since it is the small farms that are able to make more 
intensive use of the labour of members of the household, when peasants 
lose their land employment too declines.

The problems have accentuated due to the changed global context 
that has affected the Indian economy and society in more ways than 
one. Let us understand the broad strands of that debate. This is crucial, 
as it would help us place the issue of suicides in the proper context of 
the general crisis of Indian agriculture. Reversal of land reforms, corpo-
ratisation of agriculture, contract farming, crop diversification, expan-
sion of food-processing industry, etc. constitute the main components of 
this new policy. While fertiliser subsidies are being constantly reduced 
and the price of key inputs like diesel and electricity is increasing 
steeply, food processing industry is being showered with tax and excise 
exemptions. In other words, the subsidies denied to the farming com-
munity are being transferred to corporations, which can be called a case 
of reverse cross-subsidisation. Dismantling of the official procurement 
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and public distribution system and privatisation of the agricultural trade 
are the new mantras. While the government refuses to increase the pro-
curement prices, it has steeply increased the Public Distribution System 
(PDS) prices too. Some of these pressing issues are addressed by an 
eminent activist—Vijay Jawandhia, who has fought for farmers’ rights 
for several decades:

Can we not have a minimum price for the cotton textile industry to ensure 
that they will not be able to procure cotton below a particular price? When 
cotton prices go up, the textile mills increase the price of the final product, 
but when the cotton prices go down, they never reduce the cloth prices. They 
give the excuse that the costs of machinery and other things have increased 
due to inflation. What about the farmer? How will he deal with inflation? 
Global cotton prices are much cheaper now in the international market as 
compared to 1992. How come American farmers are not committing sui-
cide? International prices are distorted by subsidies given to the American 
farmers. There is a support price for cotton in India, but that is not enough. 
There is no import duty on cotton, edible oil, and pulses. Earlier, cotton was 
taken to Manchester at a lower price and their product was sold at a higher 
price. The capital accumulated was used for the purpose of their industriali-
zation. The same thing is happening now as well. Just that Manchester has 
come to Ahmedabad. There has to be a balance between the protection of the 
producer and not merely the consumer. The farmer himself is a consumer. 
Why not enhance farmers’ capacity to consume? Urban bias is predominant 
in all policies. Is not Sixth Pay Commission or Seventh Pay Commission, 
a hand out? After liberalization, because of flawed government policies, the 
gap between the rural and the urban has been increasing tremendously. What 
was the salary of Reserve Bank of India’s governor in 1950? And with that 
salary, how much quintal of food grain could he purchase? Today, how much 
is your salary and how much can you purchase from the market? In those 
days, he could not have bought more than ten quintals, but today he can buy 
more than 200 quintals. Why would anybody produce food grain? I sug-
gested to Manmohan Singh that, whenever you will implement the Sixth 
Pay Commission, the minimum wage of the farm labourer should be equiva-
lent to the minimum wage of the Sixth Pay Commission. This is a much 
needed intervention, if the government is failing to offer prices that are pro-
portional to the increase in agricultural input. Either you give price, or you 
give subsidy. Today, the petroleum prices have come down from 150 dollars 
to 50 dollars, because of which the urea prices have also come down in the 
international market. So, the government subsidy bill has reduced. What has 
the government announced? It has announced that it will not increase urea 
prices in the next four years. Most people think it is a great decision and 
people are happy with the decision. This government has reduced subsidy 
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to urea by keeping the same price. And where is this money going? In the 
Manmohan era, urea was priced at `1,100 per 50 kg; now it is 253 for the 
same amount. The earlier government was giving subsidy worth `800 and 
this government is giving subsidy worth `400. What happens to the remain-
ing 400? Where is it going? A top bureaucrat replied—for building smart 
cities. If you do not pass these benefits on to the farmers, and divert them 
elsewhere, how will their cost of production reduce? This is horrible fiscal 
management. Industry is always getting favourable decisions. (conversa-
tions with Vijay Jawandhia: Sreedeep & Dandekar, 2016)

It is not surprising that barring small sections of big farmers, the current 
agrarian crisis has obviously affected various sections of the agricultural 
population. There are pressing demands for remunerative prices, MSP 
and guaranteed procurement, or in other words, freedom from the dis-
tress. Similarly, in the case of agricultural labourers, the demand for 
assured employment has become one of the most key demands even as 
wages often remain way below the officially prescribed minimum levels. 
But with their relative economic power and much greater political clout, 
the rural rich and well-to-do farmers always try to transfer the burden 
of the entire crisis on to the rural poor. It is the latter who are being 
forced to make the greatest sacrifice and surrender whatever gains they 
had achieved through years of struggle.

…those who have large landholdings or some side business, are successful. 
Those who have large landholdings can afford to rent out the bulk of the land. 
They can live out of the rental income. 85 percent of the farmers have less 
than 3 acres. Life is tough for them. (a farmer from Village Sangrur, Punjab: 
Sreedeep & Dandekar, 2016)

The opening up of Indian agriculture to multinational corporations and 
the withdrawal of the Government of India from this system of produc-
tion has occurred simultaneously. Moreover, the internal markets have 
become unstable due to the lowering of tariff barriers. Unfair terms of 
trade towards agriculture of developing countries have made matters 
worse for those who are engaged in and/or are dependent on this system 
of agriculture.

India’s first prime minister had stated that everything else could wait, 
but not agriculture. In a complete reversal of that sentiment of govern-
ance now everything else can now move on but agriculture. Today it is 
disappearing, first, in our minds and then, of course, in the being, an 
ominous sign if we were to read it.1
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Note
1. The total revenue forgone from 2007 to 2014 on account of direct corporate 

tax, customs and excise duty amounts to more than ̀ 25,000 billion. See Union 
Budget articles for the ‘step-motherly treatment’ given to Indian agriculture 
and farmers.
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